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TOP TIP’s and articles

Mr Mark Draisey
Mr Alastair Shaw
Mr Richard Parkes
Mr Kim C Davies
Mr Steve T Elliott
Mr Tony Wade
Mrs Sarah Wakeford

If you have a tip or article to share
please email it to Colin Spain at
the address shown in contacts at
back of this newsletter.
If a tip keep it short, and if we are
happy with it, I will include it in
one of the newsletters.

Member No. 784
Member No. 785
Member No. 786
Member No. 787
Member No. 788
Member No. 789
Member No. 790

PAID UP MEMBERSHIPS for 2019 are 142
(As of going to press)

Items for the Diary
13th December 2019
10th January 2020

Christmas Special
AGM and talk by Bracknell
forest ranger

Club Demonstrations & Party
Club Night

A piece from Robin Newlands’ widow
Robin was born in Norwich, Norfolk in 1939. Robin was a
passionate riverman and owner of vintage wooden boats,
which he restored. Woodturning was a hobby he really
enjoyed. He was delighted when a spindle he entered won
first prize in the Novice Class. He made all sorts of objects to
give away to family and friends, much to their delight. Even
when woodturning became physically difficult for him, he
continued to attend the monthly meetings and open days, to
watch the demonstrations.
Liz
30.10.2019

Christmas Charity
This year we are supporting two charities The Phyllis Tuckwell Hospice and Mencap.
Please don’t forget to bring in your unwanted turnings to donate to the charities and also tea
and coffee money will be included amongst other things.
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Mike’s Meditations from the lathe Chapter 6
Our 2019 Open Day has now passed and as we look forward to the rest of the year, it is time
to reflect on what has led us to achieve this Open Day success. The Open day relies on the
good will and hard work of many people leading up to the day and on the day. A small
subcommittee headed by David Stratton worked tirelessly to organise vendors, turners,
demonstrators and stewards. Anna Marie and Jools Hammond organised the administration
for the competition room, rotas were prepared, audio visual equipment was set up including
the borrowing of a large TV from Robert Grants company, the kitchen was manned by Phil
Hamilton, Jools and others and routinely turned out tea, coffee and cakes on demand and
wonder of wonders, we had our first burger van for 3 years. The rotas are important as it gives

the stewards a chance to see what is taking place around the
building in between carrying out their stewarding duties and
spending money. A large thanks to the team of stewards who
worked hard all day and helped so many people. A large debt of
gratitude is also due to club members who provided pieces for
the inter club competition and also to the members who provided
pieces for the Intra Club Competition. We came third again with
a first time win for Berkshire.
Thanks to Graham Mansfield for these pictures
A big thanks to:
Our vendors, Axminster Power Tools, Ed Oliver Woodturning,
Simon Hope and Paul Howard, Jo Sonja, PW timbers
Our compatriot clubs Orchard Wood Turners, Forest of Bere,
Middlesex Woodturners, East Surrey Woodturners, Berkshire
Woodturners,
Our supporters AWGB, Guildford Model Engineering Society,
Southern Fellowship of Woodworkers
We had 12 fewer people through the door than last year. This
could have been worse but for a rapid intervention from club
members, we were able to have a sales presence at Princess
Mead away from the damaged cupola. Without this chance, we
would have had fewer folks visiting the open day as Princess
Mead is one of our key sites to advertise the Open Day. It is also possible that the slight fall
was due to the nice weather and half term dragged some folk off to do family things
Our other main autumn venue for attracting new members and advertising the Open Day is
the D&M Tool Show where SAW works closely with Record Power providing demonstrators
and tutors for the general public to turn a pen. Colin Rowe worked very hard over the
preceding weeks to make the SAW contribution a success. A team of eight SAW members
gave up 2 to 3 days to ensure we had a good team of both pen turning tutors as well as
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demonstrators. The location we were allotted was more spacious than last year and allowed
us to exhibit and sell some of our turned pieces as well as showing a wide range of turned
items.
So to tales of my workshop. I purchased a large CAM Vac Dust extractor (other brands are
available) at the D&M show and have temporarily installed this under the work bench next to
my lathe. It was gratifying to see dust disappearing down the 4 inch hose accompanied by
much less noise than that generated by my old extractor (it will now be relegated to the band
saw and general clean up as well as cleaning out the car). More work will be needed to set up
the extractor in a more professional manner so I will now have to find another Safety/ Health
topic to bang on about.
It was interesting to hear Jason Smith talk about risk assessments for our wood turning
activities and workshop. Many of us do this instinctively but it also worth taking a pause when
something does not seem right/ sound right or something has changed. For example, a piece
of walnut I was turning last week would not stop vibrating as I cut away the inside of the bowl.
After a catch which dislodged the bowl in the chuck, I stopped the lathe, re-seated the bowl
then looked for a cause of the vibration. Several deep cracks had appeared which were not
apparent on the surface and also some wild darker/ heavier wood contributed to the off centre
of gravity vibration. I was also minded that if we try some new project using skills we have not
tried before, it is worth having a conversation with other club members/ area mentors to learn
from others.
Expect the unexpected. I am reminded of an old boss of mine who was sent out into the
Louisiana swamps to fix a compressor that would not start remotely. He checked all the visible
stuff; everything was OK then pressed the start button. With a big cloud of dust- out shot a
large racoon that had made a den in the exhaust system. The racoon disappeared into the
swampy undergrowth hopefully having learned not to sleep in exhaust pipes.

Mike Spaven Chairman

They Think it’s All Over….
Well hopefully it will be soon.
Open Day may have been and gone for most, but, for the lucky few, a couple of things remain,
not least of which is the write up. But enough of my problems.
Sunday 27th dawned crisp and dry, a good omen when compared to the weather in recent
years. On arriving at the Mychett Centre, all doors and gates were opened on time, bonus
point number two, the crew of helpers duly arrived and, like a swarm of ants, set about
restyling the centre to meet the needs of Open Day and organised chaos ensued.
In what seemed like no time at all the tables
were set out, our traders and demonstrators
installed and the queue for the Bacon
Butties began to grow. Yes! A Burger van,
after two disappointing years it was great to
get hot food back on the agenda. And as an
added bonus his son brought us Doughnuts.
In the Competition room Anna-Marie, Julia,
Jennie and their troop of little helpers,
received, numbered and displayed 100 plus
items
according
to
their
particular
competition criteria.
Colwin and Ed were then given the enormous task of reviewing and ranking the exhibits and
awarding the numerous prizes. Top Table this year went to Berkshire, which surprised them
as much as many, but a very well deserved award.
As the doors opened the public arrived, over 250 plus juniors across the day. Now it was a
matter of everyone to their stations and away we go.
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The rest of the event seemed to go by in a
flash. All the Stewards knew their allotted
tasks and performed their important roles
admirably. A very BIG thank you goes to
each and every one of you. You know who
you are and I am just too lazy to list you all.
But thanks anyway.
Out in the Back Hall, Colwin, having been
released
from
his
judging
duties,
commenced his series of demonstrations.
All of these were heavily supported with
people regularly standing along the walls to
get a view. I cannot say for sure, but I
suspect, and would not be surprised to find,
that a number of these people may have got
to the Back Hall and no further.
However, enough people circulated around
the event to keep all the demonstrators and
traders busy and all reported a successful
and enjoyable event. (Photo Main Event
Hall)
In the Kitchen, Phil Hamilton organised the
set-up and then kept up the steady supply of tea and cakes all morning until he was then
relieved by Julia Hammond who oversaw the afternoon shift. Big thank you to these two and
the string of helpers who took a shift during the day.
In seemingly no time at all it all draws to a close, and after the raffle, with its 30 plus prizes, it
is time to pack up and put the Centre back together.
Home at last, a quick cup of tea, a large scotch and it is off again. Like many I went home with
a boot full of gear all of which had to be restored to its rightful place in the shed. Back in the
warm it’s just the simple matter of counting all the takings and seeing how well we faired this
year.
Well you will all be pleased to learn that we fully covered our cost and have made a significant
contribution to the Club’s finances, full details to be included in my AGM speech.
So, 2019 Open Day done what next, Oh just the little matter of Open Day 2020. Make a date
in your diaries 25th October 2020. Be There.

David Stratton
IT’S A WIN, WIN OPPORTUNITY.
SAW 100 Club 2020
Since its establishment in 2014 the SAW 100 Club has paid out nearly £2150 in prize
money and raised a similar amount to help the Club’s funds, becoming both a rewarding
and beneficial way of supporting the clubs activities.
The Xmas Draw will see a total prize fund of £123.40 with first out of the hat getting a
cheque for £74.04. A very nice early Xmas present.
The final draw will be made at the AGM in January, when enrolment into the 2019 100 Club
will commence.
Now, however, is the time to start getting ready for 2020 and application forms and Rules
are at the back of this newsletter and also will be available at both the December and AGM
Meetings, as well as from the SAW website.
(http://www.sawoodturners.org/handbook/100%20Club%20Rules%20V1.pdf).
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I look forward to welcoming existing and new supporters to the SAW 100 Club.
Best wishes to all for a Happy Xmas and Prosperous New Year

AT&M Basingstoke - 1 December 2019
Tony Wellbelove and I gained entry to the store at 1000 and set up the demonstration area to
show our skills to the eager customers, many of whom were Club members.
Whilst I signed off the necessary paperwork, Tony mounted a part made Earring Stand which
needed finish turning and polishing. This Stand was made from a single piece of timber an
explanation of how it could be made as a multi-piece unit, to save timber, and how the holes in
the rim were drilled made for a lively discussion.
He also made a c80mm diameter Christmas Tree of the deep slot type and some ‘Icicles’, one
of which he gave to a girl who watched entranced as he removed the skin of a square oak
blank to reveal a detailed form of round and V shaped coves and beads with fillets and sharp
edges that lay within.
I made an involuted/inside-out turned Christmas decoration - first mounting a glued up blank
to turn the ‘inside’ surface, and then mounting ‘one I prepared earlier’ to complete the outside
shape. Explanation of the method used made for another lively discussion. Later I made an
Angel.
I am not sure we recruited any new club members, but we did have ‘customers’ who were
interested in who we were, what we were making and enquiries about turning techniques.
A fun day out.

Phil Hamilton

Workshop Day November 2019
Again we all had an enjoyable day. I would like to think everyone went away having learnt
some safe practices and some useful tips and judging by some of the comments I think we
succeeded.
Tutoring were Mike Spaven, David Stratton, Richard Davies and I.
Students for the day were Kim Holmes, Nigel Eastment, Stephen Evans, Alan Barton, John
Trillwood, Graham Mansfield, Mark Draisey and Richard Nolan.
Stephen writes: Many thanks to you for organising the Workshop Day and Richard for the
multitude of tips and most useful advice he gave me. A couple of
highlights:
1. I brought a new Simon Hope heavy duty scraper that
didn’t work. Three of us tried it and confirmed it was
useless until someone read the instructions and pointed
out that we had it upside down! … READ the instructions!!
2. The off-centre bowl technique demonstrated to us at the
last SAW meeting. None of us had tried it before and it
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turned out to be relatively easy and effective.
Graham writes: I just wanted to thank you and the other instructors for another superb
workshop day. For me this was my first attempt at hollowing and I felt more comfortable doing
it with an instructor guiding me rather than having a go on my own.
As a newer member it’s also a great day to meet other members.
Looking forward to the next one.
Mark writes: Thanks for running a very enjoyable day of practical lathe work. I found it
inspiring trying out different cuts and seeing people tackling hugely different projects. The day
was also a great way for new members with some experience of turning to meet the club's
experts!
The mentoring scheme which was mentioned sounds like my next step so please can you put
me on the relevant list? (Consider it done Mark, Colin)
Kim Holmes wanted to learn some hollowing on large bowls and brought in a piece of wood in
fact looked like the base of a tree. This had to be cut down in size to fit on the clubs Wivamac.
It took him with David assisting all day to turn and hollow. I think a few lessons were learnt
there.

Colin Spain

Princes Mead there it was gone
Well not entirely. After weeks of planning, paper work, organizing turners, stewards, and
turning Christmas things to sell etc. On the Monday prior to the demonstration on the Saturday
I got a very apologetic e-mail saying they had to cancel due to an unsafe roof above the
demonstration area. It had been damaged in some high winds and was to take ten weeks to
repair. The frantic phone around telling all concerned it was off, we were all disappointed. But
then having thoughts about Open Day and missing out about advertising it, and then Phil
Wolsoncroft asking me to find out if he paid for a space could he be fitted in anywhere? I
contacted the centre manager and put it to him, there was a bit of too’ing and fro’ing but
eventually they agreed that providing we didn’t bring lathes and there was only a couple of us
we could use the perimeter of the area we normally had at no charge. So Phil Wolsoncroft and
Rodney Goodship agreed to having sales tables and were able to advertise the club and give
out Open Day fliers.

Colin Spain

Jason Smith Demonstration of Off Centre Turning
Jason introduced himself as an
artist on wood who likes to give
a tree a second life. His
preference is to use locally
sourced wood from tree
surgeons. His demonstration
started by bringing up the
subject of safety and the
benefits of regularly carrying
out risk assessments. We all
recognise that things change
on projects we work on as well
changes that may occur in our workshops. It is worth carrying out a workshop check at least
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once per year for example electrics no damaged cables or switches, access can you still exit
your workshop in an emergency, chemical storage nothing flammable near heat sources. As
far as the current project is concerned check the blank for cracks, checking, inclusions, is this
project new to me and are there inherent risks. For less experienced turners it is always worth
a chat to see if anyone in the club can assist with prompts and helpful tips (remember the
SAW mentoring system it is for your duration with the club) In the case of this demo, the
chucking will be with a ca. 1mm grip Jason pointed out that it is critical to create an accurately
sized chucking point. Each jaw type has a true circle and this is what will be used for this
demo. In addition, the jaws need to have a dove tail profile. Jason recommends stating with
something small say 4 to 5 inch diameter and turning at low speed. It is also necessary to
have a lathe with some weight to provide resistance to the off-centre induced
vibration. At home a full poly carbonate visor bump shield should be used remembering that
the wood can bounce off the wall before hitting you. Also, where possible stand to one side of

the moving item so you are not the target.
Tip when making up a screw chuck rotate back and forth to give a clean thread to ensure ease
of removal. If the screw is expected to remain in place for some time wax the screw chuck
before tightening on to the wood. Also make sure the wood is tight to the chuck itself to
prevent the blank coming loose.
Jason use two gouges one he calls his roughing bowl gouge that may or may not be very
sharp and a finishing gouge that is very sharp to give a fine finish off the tool,
After mounting the blank, Jason trued the edges and took a small cut on the face to ensure

the state of the edge is
visible. (Handle down, closed flute and cut on lower wing) When needing to move the tool rest
stop the lathe before adjusting the rest. After truing up the edges, the underside was face off.
Jason then marked the diameter of the foot/ spigot at the true diameter of the chuck jaws. He
uses a pair of callipers method 1 set the required diameter and with the callipers in the
approximate position and the left hand jaw touching the wood a circle is scribed, a second
circle is scribed by holding the right jaw but not touching the wood and letting the LH jaw
scribe a second circle. The required diameter will be between the two circles. SAFTY NOTE
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the
RH
jaw
MUST
be
ROUNDED and
kept away from
the
wood.
Method 2 set the
jaws to half the
diameter
and
mark a circle
from the true
centre. The “roughing“ bowl gouge is used to bring the foot down to the required depth and the
sides of the bowl are hogged out. At this point Jason moves to a pull push cut to develop the
shape of the bowl underside
At this point Jason switches to his “finishing” bowl gouge to produce a fine finish with a push
cut. This same gouge is used to get the foot to the middle of the 2 circles and create the
dovetail shape. By rotating the gouge and lifting the handle the gouge cuts into the corner of
the chucking point. The gouge is now used in shear scrape mode to blend the foot into the
bowl curve using a spindle
gouge with swept back wings,
and the tool rest close to the
blank, a small flat is cut for the
jaws to rest on. This geometry
reduces the potential for rocking
and will stabilise the bowl when
chucked. The foot is also
trimmed back. Sand to 600 grit
at this point.
Sanding dust reduction for
demos Jason uses a mix of
Beeswax and Liquid paraffin 1/3 to 2/3 and heated blended by heating in a microwave. If too
runny add beeswax and vice versa. This
mix can reduce sanding dust Jason dishes the foot to minimise rocking and adds detail to the
foot using a Robert Sorby micro spiralling tool. The key to success is to 1 have a sharp tool, 2
run the lathe around 650 RPM and 3 have the tool in the trailing position cutting on the centre
line. The tool can be sharpened with a diamond hone or on the side edge of a slow running
wet grinding system (never on a high speed grinder) The cut is started
with a light touch and then more pressure is applied until the feature is
developed further detail is added with a point tool to create small
grooves. The final surface is burnished with Webrax or equivalent. At
this point, the underside of the bowl is finished with acrylic sanding
sealer.
The bowl is then chucked into the selected jaws. The bowl is placed
with chucking area upmost and the chuck is lowered onto the blank and
the jaws are closed on the dovetailed chucking area. Jason uses
a Versa Chuck with carriers for the Nova jaw.
The blank is carefully faced off and the centre of the curved rim is
marked to suit. Some of the material in the centre is removed to
minimise future loading when remounted off centre. Jason makes
downhill cuts to the inside and outside of the marked line and the
gauge angle of attack changes rather than swinging shoulders in
line with the shape. Shear scraping blends the surfaces together.
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The rim is now sanded to 400 grit. After ensuring no tool marks or torn grain, the rim is
cleaned with a tack cloth. Jason pointed out it is an urban turner’s myth that paint and texture
hides tooling errors etc. In fact, it is more like to make these faults more noticeable. Jason
used acrylic sanding sealer. He starts from off the piece moving across the lower part and
again to an off-piece point. This avoids drips, runs and potential over spray to the back of the
piece. When the sealer is dry, several light coats of off-white acrylic paint (Montana Gold) are
applied and
allowed to
dry. A hot air
gun
on
lowest
setting
is
used
to
speed
up
paint cure.
The
back/
underside of
the bowl is
the
protected with masking tape. A marble effect aerosol lacquer from Grafcity is then used with
several light coats judiciously applied to give the required appearance.
The bowl is removed from the chuck and set on the lathe bed. All 4 jaws on the carrier are
removed, and 2/ 4 are set aside. Jaw 1 is inserted, and 3 turns were made before engaging
jaw 3. It could be 1 or 2 turns for a first time user of this technique.)
The chucking diameter can be checked to ensure the selected diameter can be achieved.
Again the chuck was placed on the upturned bowl and the jaws were closed on the chucking
point. The chuck finds its own centre. The jaws need to be snug and not death grip tightened.
After mounting the chuck, the speed was turned down to the minimum. Standing to one side,
the lathe is started, and vibration is checked. If too severe, stop and change the belt drive to
give a lower speed. A speed of around 400 should suffice.
The key to the hollowing of the bowl centre is to take light cuts with a freshly sharpened bowl
gouge. Recheck the centre already roughly turned for signs of cracks, inclusions or wild grainany of these may affect the ability to make a clean light cut or cause a catch. Jason held the
gouge with the palm over the gouge and tool rest to provide maximum control over the cut
(prevent the cutting edge jumping back). Jason tip for moving with the bowl gouge is to figure
your stance at the end of the cut and move back to your more awkward starting position. Make
several cuts until you start to move into the area of the painted rim and you start to cut air and
wood. Stop and check as you go and ensure you have a finishing point in mind.
Jason had a simple system to check the internal bowl depth. Open the callipers and eyeball
the 2 jaws one for the upper surface of the bowl and the other the top of the chuck jaws. The
calliper is then lifted and the depth gauge end is place in the centre of the bowl. By eye balling
across the elevated top edge of the bowl, you can see how thick the base of the cut out
section of the bowl is. Make further light cuts to get to the desire bawl depth and width. Jason
then gave a tip on sanding the inside of the bowl with the soft sanding pad do NOT let the
edge ride up past the cut edge of the bowl to ensure a sharp edge is left in place. Again the
wood is sanded to 600 grit and finished
with a coat of sanding
sealer. Jason uses automotive clear coat
high gloss finish acrylic
lacquer.
For the second part of the demonstration
a tea light and to colour this with SW
paint. Application will be with an old
bristle brush that is never cleaned to drag

Jason planned to make
Pearlescent
acrylic
Axminster disposable
the
paint
off
the
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background paint.
A 6 inch by 2 inch blank was used; A 2 inch hole had been cut with a saw tooth bit. This is
fitted to the medium O’Donnell Axminster jaws.
After truing the edge, Jason marked the edge 1/3
in and developed both the underside and cut a
shallow 2 inch recess. The tea light was then
remounted and the top curve was cut and sanded.
By using the reverse (Chuck locked for reverse
running) sanding, a better finish is achieved. The
direction of rotation is changed for each grit and
finished to 400 grit. Black Simoniz gloss acrylic
was used to finish the top. Jason recommends 2
to 3 light coats rather than a single heavy coat.
Jason then
applied the
opalescent paint firstly with the darker colour moving in
sections to lighter colours. A small amount of paint is
put on the lathe protection paper and the brush is
dabbed onto the paint. The brush is touched to the tea
light holder and allowed to drag onto the black. A
second lighter colour is then applied next to the first
colour. Jason Also reference use of Stemple Farber
stamping ink noting that it can dry very quickly he uses
a wet kitchen roll to remove excess paint

Dapdune
Wharf September 2019
What made a group of 7 SAW members spend what
was probably the last really warm and sunny Saturday of
the year cooped up in the woodworkers’ shed at
Dapdune Wharf on 21 September?
Well, from my point of view, it was a day well spent in
the company of good people with my time split between turning and talking about turning to
lots of very interested people.
In the background there was music to entertain us, whether it be from the accordion of the
Morris dancers, the tubas and trombones of the brass band or, later in the day, the uplifting
sounds of a steel band. In the breaks from turning or
talking, and yes we tore ourselves away some of the
time, there were lots of tempting food stalls, other art,
craft and hobby stalls and even a live bat to get close up
to.
At the end of the day, yes we were weary, but we had
the satisfaction of not just a really nice time but a new
SAW member signed
up on the day plus a
further
3
very
interested in joining.
In addition, 55 wood
turned pieces are now being proudly displayed in their new
homes following our sale of items and £46 donated to the
National Trust as a thank you for having us (10% of the
value of our sales).
If you’ve not tried demonstrating at an event like this before
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then give it a go – it can be rewarding in many ways.

David Bright – on behalf of John Creasy; David Stratton; Colin
Spain; Phil Hamilton; Anna-Marie and Mike Bennett.

Mark Sanger - 11 October 2019.
Mark summarized his career as Aerospace Engineer turned
Policeman who used woodturning as a stress relieving hobby,
which morphed to become his profession. He primarily uses wet
wood, for cost considerations, which is either turned thin and allowed to move in drying or
roughed thick, dried and then finished to shape and size.
Mark said his project for the evening was to be a box with inset lid, on a
three legged stand. Using the ‘Rule of Thirds’ the stand would be 1/3rd,
the bottom gently curved section of the box 1/3rd and the top gently
tapered section of the box 1/3rd of the overall height (approximately).
He ran over the basic safety checks, noting that his (dry) timber was crack
free and that the lathe was “all tight” before picking up his ‘go to’ tool - a
10mm bowl gouge with a 50 degree swept back grind. Holding the tool
above the blank, in line with the spindle axis and the flute at 12 o’clock
(1200) he made 3 x 45 deg moves to prepare for a head to tailstock
roughing cut - namely handle towards himself, handle down and rotate
flute to 0130. As this cut would have sprayed Chris (never mind the AV
desk) with shavings, Mark became left-handed, and quickly had the
spalted blank cylindrical using a pull cut (tail to headstock).
A chucking spigot was made at the tailstock end of the blank - starting the cut with the flute
closed (0300) until the bevel was supported, opening the flute (0200) for the cut and closng
the flute (0300) at the end of the cut to make the sharp 90 deg corner between spigot and
blank needed to ensure full support of the work piece from the chuck jaws. (This corner was
later refined using a skew chisel in scraper mode.)
i

The base diameter was defined and the lower area of the box was rough shaped using the
pull cut, prior to remounting the piece in the chuck, with tailstock support for safety.
The end of the blank (top of the lid) was trued, with an ‘upflow’ at the centre where the
knob/button will be fitted.
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For a length equivalent to the lid depth
(reasonably deep to ensure sufficient strength for
the end grain lid to survive a drop) plus two
parting tool widths, the diameter was reduced to
the lid diameter, and the outer diameter of the lid
and the top of the box refined with a skew chisel.
With the centre support removed a mortise for
the button was made using a parting tool (as
Mark had left his Jacob’s Chuck in the
workshop). The top was then parted off leaving a
small witness on the box to indicate the diameter
of the recess to take the lid. The parting cut was
‘fishtailed’, i.e. made wider the deeper it went, to
ensure the tool did not bind.
The outside of the box was refined with a ‘skew cut’ using the wing of the bowl gouge rubbing the bevel, rotate the gouge to pick up the cut then slide along and rotate further to
follow the curve to the base.
Mark then commenced the hollowing process by ‘drilling’ to the hollow depth with a spindle
gouge.
He explained that the tip of this tool must be ‘on centre’, the flute at 1200 and the tool must be
fed horizontally straight into the wood; it will jump around a bit until the bevel is inside the hole;
shavings must be regularly cleared by withdrawing the gouge; and the re-entry must be
affected by rubbing the bevel on the bottom of the hole, then dropping the handle to the
horizontal as the tool is pushed forward. He noted that this spindle gouge is mounted in a bowl
gouge handle - as the increased length of handle gives much better control of this ‘heavy’ cut.
Returning to his ‘go to’ 10mm bowl gouge he started to hollow the box from the centre to the
rim, ensuring that he did not exceed ‘the diameter of the lid less an allowance for the ledge on
which the lid would ‘sit’, using the lower tip of the gouge with the flute at 1000. To a depth of
<3/4 of the lid thickness the hollow was increased to the diameter of the lid but tapered
inwards as it got deeper to ensure a tight fit of the lid (for jam chucking). When the lid just
entered the box, this taper was gradually reduced towards parallel so the lid entered to the
recess depth. (A box scraper, or skew in scraping mode, can be used for these ‘fitting’ cuts.)
Pieces of insulation tape were placed, in line with the spindle axis, from inside the box, into the
lid recess and back on the outside of the box, at 12, 04 and 0800 - to assist with the extraction
of the lid once its bottom surface had been trued and finished using the bowl gouge in skew
mode. (NB It is very important to ensure that the lid is sufficiently well held to ensure the light
cuts can be achieved, but not so tightly held that it cannot be extracted, without damage, when
finished.) The lid recess was
deepened to allow the lid to sit
just below the box surface.
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The inside of the box could now be finished to depth, using a ring tool, a bowl gouge and a
scraper (or other hollowing tools of your choice) and the lid recess refined to the required fit
(remembering that your chosen finish may swell the grain).
Mounted between a friction drive (a rubber faced MDF disc
with a chuck mounting spigot) and a tail centre the bottom
section of the box was gently refined and the foot prepared.
The bottom was faced off and the whole box was lightly
sanded (using a paste wax to reduce dust and allow any
small ‘holes’ to be filled with the slurry), before removing the
small centre stub and sanding to blend. (Mark used a fine pull
saw – from Lidl about £9 for handle and two blades, to
remove most of the stub.)
For the button Mark reduced a chuck mounted blank to 1/3rd of the lid diameter using a skew
peeling cut, and then formed a squashed sphere using a spindle gouge lifting, twisting and
swinging the handle to make the shape. A parting tool was used to form the tenon to fit the
mortise in the lid, and then the button was coloured (black, as a contrast) before parting from
the blank. CA glue can be used for fitting the button to the lid - or epoxy, if the fit is a bit loose!
For the stand platform, Mark mounted a suitable blank between a chuck-mounted four prong
drive and live tail centre; roughed it to round and made a
chucking spigot. Chuck mounted and tail centre supported,
he faced the end and finished the diameter to 2/3rds of the
box diameter. With the centre removed he finished the top
(end) surface, adding a small detail groove near the edge,
before parting off the platform at c10mm. The platform was
jam-chuck mounted to finish the base.
The legs of the stand were to be made using the German
Ring-Turning
technique
(see
http://www.robinwood.co.uk/wood-craft-blog/2012/11/18/two-great-woodcraftfilms/ for an entertaining video of this technique. The
commentary is in German but you really don’t need it to
appreciate the method - or the humour). Mark mounted a
suitable branch stock blank between the chuck mounted four
prong centre and the live centre, roughed and finished it to a
cylinder and made a chucking spigot. Once chucked he trued
and finished the face, and then marked the thickness of the
platform 10mm in from that
face, and formed a groove
5mm deep to be a close fit to
the platform - again using the
technique of making it tapered
to gauge the fit before making
it parallel to full depth. The
blank was then bored through
with the long handled spindle
gouge, and hollowed to a
smooth curve using the same tool - but you can use whatever
tool you prefer, leaving the rim >10mm to ensure you leave
material under the groove. The tube was then parted to a
length of about half the height of the box, with the tail centre
in the bore to catch the tube as it was released. The tube is
now cut radially to make the three legs - with plenty left over
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for more stands and other boxes.
The legs and platform would be stained before gluing together.
At various points during the evening Mark noted:
He uses a minimal selection of tools - as tool changing is non-productive time, only changing
tools when it will improve cutting efficiency.
He rarely removes the chuck - it is quicker to insert a chuck mounted drive than remove the
chuck and insert a spindle mounted drive.
He retains tailstock support as long as possible.
Tools can be honed with a diamond ‘card’ before finishing cuts - quicker than grinding.
Remember to reduce the tool feed rate towards the centre where the cutting speed naturally
drops.
Jam chucks should be through drilled so the piece can be released using a wooden ‘knock out
rod’.
A stand gives a piece ‘presence’, saying “Look at me, I’m wonderful” - but must be part of the
whole, not an add-on. Be safe and enjoy.
For detail of this project in Mark’s own words see Woodturner
magazine,
Issue 319 of June 2018.

By Phil Hamilton

Open Day Competition Results 2019
Beginners Competition - Mainly Faceplate Turning
first name
David
David
Pauline

surname
Brash
Brash
Hunt

item
Bowl
Bowl
Box

wood
Ash
Walnut

result
1st
2nd
3rd

Beginners Competition - Mainly Spindle Turning
first name

surname

item

wood

result
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David
Pauline

Brash
Hunt

Box
Goblet

Beech
Holly

1st
2nd

Novice Competition - Mainly Faceplate Turning
first name
Peter

surname
Christmas

item

wood
London Plain

Saturn Bowl

result
1st

Peter Christmas Awarded Vice President’s platter
Novice Competition - Mainly Spindle Turning
first name

surname

item

wood

result

No entries

Intermediate Competition - Mainly Faceplate Turning
first name
Stephen
Stephen
Stephen
Douglas

surname
Evans
Evans
Evans
Boud

item
Ebonised platter
Segmented bowl
Chunky Vase
Square bowl

wood
Ebonised oak
Lime & Mahogany
Cedar stump & Roots
Padauk

result
1st
2nd
3rd
H.C.

Intermediate Competition - Mainly Spindle Turning
first name
Stephen
Stephen

surname
Evans
Evans

Pyramid Box
Tall box

item

Stephen

Evans

Dish with a central cup

wood
Poplar & Panga panga
Indian Bean Tree &
Resin
Tulip wood

result
1st
2nd
3rd

Open Competition - Mainly Faceplate Turning
first name
Charlie

surname
Cunningham

12” PLATTER

item

David
Charlie
David
Charlie

Stratton
Cunningham
Stratton
Cunningham

Bowl with a painted rim
Filigree dish
Segmented bowl
10” bowl

wood
Beech & Fishing Flies
in Resin
Sycamore
Champuta Pod
Tiger wood & Chestnut
Purple-heart & Gum
nuts in resin

result
1st
2nd
3rd
H.C.
H.C.

President’s Platter awarded to Duncan Clark for his River Platter in Oak & Resin

Open Competition - Mainly Spindle Turning
first name
Philip
Philip
Duncan

surname
Hamilton
Hamilton
Clark

item
Stool
Multi-centred box
Natural edged box

wood
Horse Chestnut & Oak
Cherry & Ebony
Wellingtonia & Box

result
1st
2nd
3rd

Premier Competition - Mainly Faceplate Turning
first name
Denis
Jim

surname
Findlay
Gaines

item
Conical Ribbon Form
Segmented rugby ball

wood
Oak & Walnut
Utile & Oak

result
1st
2nd
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Colin
Denis

Spain
Findlay

Ribbed bowl
Light-house money-box

Lime
Mahogany,
Sycamore

Oak

&

3rd
H.C.

&

result
1st

Geoff Quinnell Memorial Platter – the judges’ choice –
Denis Findlay for his conical ribbon form

Premier Competition - Mainly Spindle Turning
first name
Denis

surname
Findlay

item
Miniature spinning-wheel

Colin
Jim

Rowe
Gaines

Penny-Farthing
Traction Engine

wood
Beech, Mahogany
box
Beech
Mixed woods

2nd
3rd

Open Invitational Turning Competition
first name
J
Peter
Colin

surname
Wyatt
Pearson
Rowe

Chris
Malcolm
Rob
A
P
N
Ben
Brian
Howard
Chris

Cox
Cleaver
Legge
Aldridge
Noot
Welsh
Dick
Cumberland
Overton
Withall

David
Richard

Stratton
Peers

item
Solitaire Board in various woods
Handled Jug
Mug & Platter from Beech coffee
stirrers
Textured Platter
Off Centre Goblet
Spalted Plate
Ball Bearing Machine in Oak
Tree Island in various woods
Tea Light Holder in various woods
Pyro Bowl in Sycamore
Off centre candlestick in apple
Vase in Sapele & Ash
Decorated lidded platter in
Sycamore, ebonised sycamore &
Purpleheart
Segmented Bowl
Cup Cake in Ash, Yew & Holly

club
Forest of Bere
Berkshire
SAW

result
1st
2nd
3rd

Berkshire
Berkshire
Berkshire
Forest of Bere
Forest of Bere
Forest of Bere
Middlesex
Orchard
Orchard
Orchard

H.C.
H.C.
H.C.
H.C.
H.C.
H.C.
H.C.
H.C.
H.C.
H.C.

SAW
East Surrey

H.C.
H.C.
H.C.

Open Invitational Table-top Competition ‘The President’s Gavel’
result
1st
2nd
3rd
H.C.

Berkshire Woodturners
Forest of Bere Woodturners
Surrey Association of Woodturners
Orchard Woodturners

CLUB SHOP
Have you examined what bargains are on offer?
They include:
Superglue, plus Kicker.
Debonder
Steel bar to make your own tools
Sandpaper (various grades and styles)
Pen kits.
It also has 2” Velcro-backed sanding discs (60, 80, 120, 180 and 240 grit)
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Powder Fillers
Waxes and Polishes
Spray Finishes
Commercial sanding sealer now available
We buy in bulk and pass on the discount to members. Any (small) profits go to the Club.
Occasional special Items (ensure you check each month)
If you don't see what you want just ask we may be able to get it for you.

Members Adverts.
The Rules: Adverts will be carried over two issues of the newsletter and will then be removed
unless advertisers let the editor know they wish to keep it running, and let the editor know what
has been sold so their advert can be updated.
As of January 2015 member’s adverts will be published at a donation of 10% (to help with printing
costs). The committee rely on the member selling to be honest about that which has sold.
Donations by cash or cheque made payable to Surrey Association of Woodturners and
either sent or given to the editor or the treasurer.
Widows of late members selling tools no donation required.
All others, including ex-members and non members as usual a donation of 20% of what is sold,
but this would be at the committees discretion.
Only adverts giving full contact details will be considered if ex-members or non-members a name
and phone number is not good enough.
The sale must always be the responsibility of the member selling any item and therefore
buyers are reminded that they buy at their own risk. The club accepts no responsibility for
faulty items whether they be electrical or not.

No ads this month

Members canCommittee
use this space
to sell
Members
for your
2019unwanted tools.
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A Very Merry
Christmas
and a Prosperous New Year
from me your editor and all
of the committee.
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